STOLEN VESSEL

1995 24’ Century 2200W/A &
Loadrite trailer

- Hull: White w/teal stripe (black bottom)
- Upholstery: White w/teal
- Custom hard top w/gold rod holders
- Engine: 1995 Yamaha 200TXRT 200hp; outboard
- Engine Sr #: 666UL767053
- Trailer: 1997 tandem galvanized Loadrite trailer
- NJ Trailer License: T53L9Z
- Trailer VIN: 4L2KP3T20V2000098

Vessel Name: “Agatha Sophia”
Name located on port & starboard painted teal letters

HIN #: CGM01031F495   REGISTRATION #: NJ 6353 GN

LOCATION: The Tackle Box; Rt 36; Hazlet, NJ
SUSPECTS: Middle age white male w/black hair-Ford pickup black w/red trim (NY plates)
DATE OF INCIDENT: May 6, 2003
POLICE AGENCY: Hazlet Police Department (732) 264-1705
POLICE RPT #: 2003-05070020

$ 2,500.00

REWARD $ 2,500.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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